
STK Application Area - Aircraft Systems 
Introduction: 
This scenario shows how to use STK for UAV / aircraft missions and trade studies taking into account 
several constraints such as terrain, communications links, aircraft performance, fuel usage, sensor field 
of view, and image resolution. 

 

 

Exploring this demo: 

 Use the Animation toolbar to put the scenario into motion:   

 Use Stored Views to visualize each section  

 Use Quick Reports to evaluate each section   

Shadow UAV ISR Mission: 
The first section illustrates STK's role in mission planning, real-time situational awareness, and post 
mission analysis for aircraft and UAV missions.  The mission objective is to collect video over a nearby 



region and communicate it back to a nearby ground station.  We will use STK to plan this mission taking 
into account several constraints such as terrain, communications links, aircraft performance, fuel usage, 
sensor field of view, and image resolution.  For those not familiar with STK, it is a physics-based tool that 
accurately models systems, simulates missions, and evaluates their performance.  The aircraft we’ve 
modeled in this example is a Shadow UAV.  STK provides a generic framework for modeling any aircraft, 
but also comes with a variety of platforms based on open data.  Everything in STK is time-based, and our 
visualization shows the entire mission at a given time.  STK can be configured to run in real-time based 
on a real-time data feed, but in this example, we’re using simulated time, so we can jump to different 
times and events.  We can jump to a view that shows the take-off of the Shadow.  We can see there is a 
3d model of the Shadow UAV.  STK can import CAD models for any platform, and comes installed with a 
variety of platforms.  

 Stored View:  Jump to the Shadow Takeoff stored view and enable the object graphics for the 
“Shadow_AWB” aircraft: 

 

STK models the position and orientation of aircraft throughout its mission.  This is important to keep in 
mind as an aircraft turns and banks, that will impact the aircraft communications and sensor 
coverage.  In addition to this, there are a variety of calculations being computed behind the 
scenes.  These can be visualized with data displays and vectors indicating altitude, relative position to 
other objects, and other calculations such as ground sample distance for our camera. 

In addition to data displays in the 3D window, STK has a report / graph generator to generate plots.   



 Quick Report: Select the “Shadow Altitude Reference” quick report to generate a graph of altitude: 

 

This graph shows the altitude over the entire aircraft mission. Notice how the MSL altitude approached 
the terrain altitude as the aircraft approaches the search region.   

 Quick Report: Create the Shadow LLA report: 

 

 

 

 

 



 Stored View:  Jump to the Search Region – Start stored view: 

 

As the aircraft flies through the region, STK will calculate what the sensor has covered throughout the 
entire region.  To show the coverage, turn on the Sensor Coverage > SimpleCov Figure of Merit graphics 
and animate the scenario: 

 



STK has a variety of Figures of Merit to evaluate different measures of effectiveness.  Toggle 
the SimpleCov graphics off and the AgeOfData graphics On to see how persistent the coverage is 
throughout the mission: 

 

Finally, we can evaluate the static coverage (aka coverage throughout the entire mission) to see how 
good our image resolution was for this mission.  Enable the Static_GSD Figure of Merit: 

 

Now that we’ve analyzed our sensor coverage, we can now analyze our comm performance to see if we 
have comms during our entire mission.  Turn off Static_GSD, and notice that our route turns red near 
the beginning of the search region. 



Similar to how we looked at coverage on terrain, we can calculate coverage at altitude to see where we 
have line of sight to our ground control station.  Turn on the 10 kft LOS. 

 

Here we see that we are flying behind a ridge that is blocking our line of sight.  

Turn off coverage and jump to the Shadow Terrain LOS stored view to visualize this ridge: 

 



This gap is shown in the timeline view.  Optionally center your view on the Search Region Access interval 
and scroll through the gap: 

 

Now that we’ve determined that we have a LOS gap to our GCS, we can quickly adjust our route to avoid 
this ridge. 

Optionally enable 3d editing for the Shadow aircraft and increase the waypoint 6 altitude to > 11,000 ft. 

 

Notice that the red section of the route disappears along with the gap interval in the timeline view. 

In addition to line of sight, STK calculates link budgets between objects.  In this example, we have a 
medium transmitter on our GCS and a medium receiver on our Shadow.  Open the “Link Budget – 
Detailed” quick report to see the link budget between the Shadow and GCS. The scenario RF- 
Environment panel allows you to select which RF models you want to use. 

Several figures of merit can be used to evaluate the comm link in further detail.  Jump back to the 
“Search Region – End” stored view and turn on the 10fft_RIP coverage to show received isotropic power 
throughout the region. 



 

We can perform the same analysis at any altitude.  Turn on the 12kft_RIP to see the improved coverage: 

 

In addition to performing coverage throughout a region, you can perform coverage along object 
routes.  Toggle the Shadow_C_N to see the route colorize according to Carrier to Noise ratio.  Select the 
“GCS to Shadow C/N” quick report to plot the C/N over the mission. 



Note:  If you updated the Shadow route with 3d object editing, that route will be different than 
the Shadow_C_N aircraft. 

STK has a variety of built in Figures of Merit to evaluate mission performance, and it also has the ability 
to create custom measures of effectiveness.  The analysis workbench was used to define the fuel state 
of the aircraft, which can then be used as the Figure of Merit to colorize our route.  Toggle 
the Shadow_Fuel aircraft to colorize the fuel state along the aircraft route. 

Volumetric Coverage: 
STK 11 introduced a new capability for Volumetric coverage that allows users to compute spatial 

calculations to user-defined 3D grids.  Toggle the “GCS_LineOfSight” volumetric object to view the line 

of sight obstruction to the GCS throughout the search region from 7,000 to 14,000 ft. 

 

Toggle the “AirspaceUAVDistance” to view the distance from the UAV to the airspace volume: 



 


